
THE BOX - TRANSCRIPT 

 

First Step: The Arrest 

We like to say “Innocent until proven guilty” 

Yet you charge like a bull and don’t stop until you see 

A person in handcuffs fully under your power 

You will beat and kick them until they cower 

In fear of their life as they lay there helpless 

You’ve acted like a judge, don’t tell me thats’s not senseless 

Careless. ruthless. reckless and heartless 

This person deserves a trial, you’ve misunderstood your purpose 

Pinned to the ground, the gravel grazing their cheek 

Arms cuffed behind them, inevitably weak 

You give them a chance to stand, with your hand, firmly on the band of their pants as they land in the car 

They sit and realise their Mam is expecting them home 

With blue lights flashing and people staring, they realise they’re all alone 

 

The officers in the front, chat about their day 

Whilst the person in the back sees their life floating away 

Out the window blue skies and sun shines bright 

They take it all in as it may be their last sight 

Of the outside world for a very long time 

The way our system works, it could be the end of the line 

The majority of prisoners are re-occuring offenders 

Because we don’t provide the tools to be contenders 

Citizens of our world, someone like me or you 

If it was you, you’d want a chance to prove you could be like us too 

If the law is broken, repercussions must ensue 

But to just give up and stop trying, we have to think this through 

Humans need love, support and compassion 

Not empty walls and lonely lives living on ration 

 

Second Step: Booked 

They step in the cold jail which will be their new home 

Shoved in a room with others waiting anxiously for the phone 

They try their best to remember a number to call 

Praying someone answers, a treat that is so small 



There’s someone in the corner, shaking and wailing 

Sweating to no end, obviously craving 

That hit, that drug that they feel keeps them alive 

From what you’ve heard, they’re no good here because once you arrive 

It’s riddled with drugs, anything you could dream 

The markets worse in prison, because it’s all just one big team 

The guards are involved, drug dealers want the business 

So they strive to get into prison, because they want to get off on the sickness 

It’s meant to be a place for reform and rehabilation 

But if you’re not on drugs on the outside then no doubt you’ll give into temptation 

 

They’re booked, numbered, stripped and inspected 

All in a line naked, waiting to be selected 

‘Squat inmate, get down and cough’ 

A fellow inmate sees them nervous and shaking they scoff 

These people have seen more of them than they’d ever thought 

Yet some down the line treat this as a sport 

Who can act the toughest? Who will survive? 

Some say to the guards, ‘please can I just take five’ 

Overwhelmed, nervous, anxious and sweating 

Herded like cattle, the cuffs on their arms getting 

Tighter or is it them expanding from the heat 

Sweat patches are forming, if noticed they’ll get beat 

Pull yourself together, don’t show weakness 

Chin up, shoulders back, get ready for the bleakness 

 

Third Step: The Cell 

The metal starts clanging, chugging like a train 

They shuffle their feet forward and they deposit them like a crane 

Into their cell, their bunkie eyes them up 

Stand firm, but not too much, don’t let it blow up 

They only know one thing, don’t let them get your shoes 

That is test one and if you fail you will forever lose 

They roll in the bottom bunk and hold their possessions close 

They grab a picture of their loved one and hide it in the shadows 

The first night is tough, filled with endless noise 

Breathe through the chaos and always be well poised 

Chanting and clanging and singing and screaming 



The night is when they thrive, focused on never dreaming 

Time passes by, seconds, minutes and hours 

The next day begins and they head to the showers 

 

A routine is what they need to get them through their days 

A choreography of movements that will end up feeling like a haze 

Make friends but have your guard up and  always think things through 

People come and go and  one day they will too 

Its chow time, meal time, a focus of every day 

Food is important, currency can come in the form of a tray 

Gambling,  bargining, stealing and exploiting 

If something goes wrong, you can guarantee that they’re pointing 

At no one, because another very important rule 

Is ‘snitches get stitches’ so always play it cool 

There are heirachies and gangs that will monitor you always 

Do not change the system, because they are stuck in their ways 

It’s been built over years, figuring out this world of theirs 

And it will never end because there’ll always be new heirs 

 

Fourth Step: Solitary 

They’re lying in bed, trying to sleep as best they can 

Guards keys jangle as they come to the door with a bang 

‘Get up inmate, you’re going down the block’ 

They roll out of bed, put on their shoes just as they unlock 

The heavy door that keeps them from escaping their living hell 

But they’d rather be there than where they’re going, to a solitary cell 

Peering into the box, the box that is their new home 

They have no idea how long they’ll be there so for now they’re all alone 

A bed, a toilet, a sink and themselves 

Their paperwork isn’t looked at, it’s put on office shelves 

They settle, walk the length and curl up in bed 

A 9 by 6 feet cell and nothing to fill it but dread 

A stuffy hot box with no window for natural daylight 

Endless darkness clouds their judgement of what is day and night 

 

The chains wrapped around them feel like an anchor 

The weight pulling them down, echoing the words “you are a gangster” 

You think you know them? You think that this defines them? 



And you feel safe when they’re behind bars but do you know what goes on behind them? 

Locked in darkness, treated like an animal 

Kept with the thief, the murderer, the cannibal 

“They say I stole a backpack I didn’t I swear” 

Yet you locked him in confinement and it was more than he could bare 

These people, yes people did not deserve their torture 

Some live to fight and others felt it was more of a 

Burden, a mark branded on their forehead 

I made a mistake, I did my time yet you just go with what you’ve read 

In the papers, on the news and you never stop to think 

That if you look closer, the truth will change in a blink 

 

Time To Make A Change 

The UN says that 15 consecutive days 

In solitary is torture yet they’re the one who pays 

The price of sanity, I’d like to see you try 

To stay in a box and not have your brain fry 

We need to make a change, others countries have proved that it works 

Treat them like they matter and not just like some jerks 

Give them a focus, a reason to keep on the straight 

Some skills and qualifications and they also need a date 

To get out, to be free, something to work towards 

Not just living with regrets and criminal records 

I understand that some people will always be who they are 

But we’re not God, we don’t decide who gets to go far 

I hope the conditions of prison improve significally 

And we can say we have justice in our system eventually 


